1 Distribution and epidemiological patterns of sunflower chlorotic mottle virus (SCMoV) in 2 sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) growing areas in Argentina were studied from 2006 to 2017. 3
via SeaView software (Gouy et al., 2010) . Pairwise identity analyses of 2 the SCMoV sequences were carried out using the MUSCLE-based pairwise alignment option 3 implemented in Sequence Demarcation Tool SDT v1.2 (Muhire et al., 2014) . 4
Recombination analysis was done using Recombination Detection Program v. 4 (Martin et al., 5 2015) . The potential recombination events were tested in the sequence alignments of CP genes 6 using the RDP, GENECONV, BOOTSCAN, MAXIMUM CHI SQUARE, CHIMAERA, 7 SISCAN and 3SEQ recombination detection methods. The probability of a putative 8 recombination event was corrected by a Bonferroni procedure, with a cut-off of p = 0.01. Only 9 recombination events that were detected by at least four methods and that had significant 10 phylogenetic support (data not shown) were considered credible evidence of recombination. 11
Those sequences with evidence of recombination were excluded from the subsequent analyses, 12 according to Gibbs et al. (2017) . 13
In addition, the degree of mutational saturation was tested using the index of substitution 14 saturation (Iss) statistic in DAMBE software (Xia, 2017) . The analysis was performed on all sites 15 and on third codon positions. The Iss was significantly lower than the critical Iss value (Iss.c) (P 16 < 0.0001), indicating that there is little saturation across the SCMoV sequences in our dataset and 17 is adequate for phylogenetic reconstruction. 18
For phylogenetic reconstruction, the model of base substitution (GTR + I + G4) was estimated 19 using the JMODELTEST v. 2.1.9 software (Darriba et al., 2012) , according to the Akaike 20 information criterion. The phylogenetic tree was obtained using Bayesian inference in MRBAYES 21 v. 3.2.6 software (Ronquist et al., 2012) . The analysis was run up to convergence, which was 22 assessed by effective sample size values higher than 200 using the TRACER v. 1.7.1 (Rambaut et 23 al., 2018) , and the first 10% of generations were discarded as burn-in. 24 25
Phylodynamic analysis 26 27
The non-recombinant SCMoV sequences of the CP gene obtained in this work and other four 28 sequences available in GenBank (GU181199, GU181200, JN863232, JN863233) were subjected 29 to a Bayesian coalescent analysis to study the spatiotemporal dynamics of the virus. To evaluate 30 the temporal structure of the data, date-randomization test was performed with 20 replicas, using 31 the TIPDATINGBEAST R package (Rieux and Khatchikian, 2017) . This analysis showed 1 overlapping in the posterior probability distributions of the time to the most recent common 2 ancestor (tMRCA) and the mean substitution rate estimated with the real data and the replica, 3
indicating an insufficient temporal structure of the dataset using sampling times. Then, to 4 calibrate the analyses, an external substitution rate of 1.15 × 10 -4 nucleotide 5 substitutions/site/year (s/s/y) was used, which was previously estimated for the CP gene of 6 potyviruses (Gibbs et al., 2008) . 7
Analyses were run using the substitution model (GTR + I + G4) selected according to the Akaike 8 information criterion, estimated with JMODELTEST v. 2.1.9 software (Darriba et al., 2012) , the 9 uncorrelated lognormal molecular clock model (UCLN), and the GMRF Bayesian Skyride 10 coalescent model (Minin et al., 2008) . A spatial diffusion process was modeled along time-11 measured genealogies over continuous sampling locations (geographical coordinates) using 12 different diffusion models (Homogenous Gamma, Cauchy and LogNormal distributions) (Lemey 13 et al., 2010) , implemented in the BEAST v. 1.10.4 software package (Suchard et al., 2018) . In 14 addition, since the sequences were isolated from different hosts (Suppl. Table 1), an asymmetric 15 discrete trait model was used to estimate the ancestral hosts and their probability (Lemey et al., 16 2009 ). Convergence was assessed by effective sample size (ESS) values higher than 200, using 17
Tracer v. 1.7.1 (Rambaut et al., 2018) , and 10% of the sampling was discarded as burn-in. 18
Analyses with different diffusion models were compared via the Bayes factor using the marginal 19 likelihood values estimated by stepping stone (SS) method (Baele et al., 2012) . The model 20 selected was the Gamma distribution (Suppl. Table 2 ). Two runs were combined and the most 21 clade credibility tree (MCCT) was obtained. Uncertainty in parameter estimates was evaluated in 22 the 95% highest posterior density (HPD95%) interval for most parameters or in the HPD80% for 23 locations and diffusion rate. Visualization file of the spatiotemporal dynamic process was built 24 using the SPREAD software (Bielejec et al., 2011) . 25 Leaves of sunflower and weeds, which exhibited the SCMoV-like symptoms (Suppl. Fig. 1 ), 1 were positive by ELISA. In addition, the presence of SCMoV was confirmed by the amplification 2 of a 780-bp fragment by RT-PCR. SCMoV was detected in 19 departments located in Entre Ríos, 3 Santa Fe, Córdoba, La Pampa and Buenos Aires provinces. In sunflower fields from Chaco and 4 Santiago del Estero provinces the disease was not detected (data not shown). Numerical values 5 were assigned to locations where the disease was detected to show the geographical distribution 6 ( Fig. 1 ; Suppl. Table 1) . 7 8
Phylogenetic and recombination analyses 9
The pairwise analysis of the SCMoV isolates (n=34) showed nucleotide sequence identity values 10 that ranged from 87.0 to 99.8%; these values did not show any association with the host, year of 11 collection or geographical location. The highest variability was observed among isolates from 12 Buenos Aires province: Pieres (GU181200, JN863233), Tandil (MG885780), Mechongue 13 (MG885777), Miramar (MG885776) and Lobería (MG885799) (Suppl. Fig. 2 ). The pairwise 14 analysis of the deduced amino acid sequences of the CP showed identity values that ranged from 15 94.2 to 100% (data not shown). A potential recombination event was detected within the CP gene 16 of the analyzed SCMoV isolates, with the General Alvear isolate being the recombinant 17 sequence, whereas Los Pinos and Pieres isolates would be the parental sequences (Suppl. Table  18 3). Since recombination confounds phylogenetic analysis (Gibbs et al., 2017) , the recombinant 19 sequence (MG885794) was discarded from the dataset. 20
In the phylogenetic tree, four main groups with high support values were observed, named as 21 Groups 1 to 4 ( Fig. 2 ), whereas it was not possible to classify two sequences with confidence 22 (MG885795, MG885789). Interestingly, the more numerous groups (1 and 2) did not segregate 23 according to geographical origin or their host. Group 1 included sequences from all the evaluated 24 provinces, group 2 included sequences from Buenos Aires, Entre Ríos and Córdoba provinces 25 and groups 3 and 4 included only sequences from Buenos Aires province (Fig. 2) . 26 27
Phylodynamic analysis 28 29
The most recent common ancestor for the SCMoV was dated back to 1887 (HPD95%= 1572 -30 1971 , and was located in the south of Buenos Aires Province (Lobería) ( Fig. 3; Fig. 4 and 31 Supplementary file), which would have associated with sunflower as host (posterior probability 1 for the ancestral host, ppah= 0.98) ( Fig. 3 ). This ancestral virus diversified in two clusters in 2 ~1910-1920 that originated the four groups described above, all associated with sunflower as 3 ancestral host (Fig. 3) . Groups 1 and 2 diversified in 1943 (HPD95%= 1760 -1990 ) and 1944 4 (HPD95%= 1760 -1988 , respectively, and would represent the most dispersed groups, including 5 sequences from different locations. In particular, a transition from sunflower to D. fullonum was 6 estimated in group 1 lineages between 1958-1967; since then, lineages cocirculated in both hosts. However, an apparent structure was observed in the isolates from groups 3 and 4, which provides 9 strong evidence for the in situ evolution of viruses (Simmons et al., 2008) . 10
The results of the phylogenetic analysis suggest that SCMoV can be subjected to dispersion to 11 different regions, perhaps associated with the presence of infected hosts and mediated by the 12 local spread by aphids in nearby areas. SCMoV has not been found to be transmitted by seeds 13 (Dujovny et al., 1998; Giolitti et al., 2009) ; which clearly reduces the virus spread over long 14 distances and could explain the observed dispersion rates (4.0 km/year). Interestingly, the 15 dispersal rate doubled its value from 1930 to 1980, coinciding with the sunflower crop expansion 16 in Argentina (Castaño, 2018) . Moreover, between 2000 and 2010, an increment of SCMoV 17 dispersal rate was observed; however, the sunflower-cropped area decreased compared with the 18 period from 1995 to 2000 (ASAGIR, 2017; Castaño, 2018) . The crop displacement associated 19 with the production of soybeans and barley in Argentina, as well as the cultivation of sunflower 20 in areas that have not been cultivated with this crop for a long period have also influenced the 21 SCMoV spread. These scenarios also promote new encounters among virus-vectors and native or 22 naturalized host, in which the host jump may occur (Jones, 2009), as observed in the transitions 23 from sunflower to D. fullonum. 24
In the present analysis the ancestral origin of SCMoV diversification was estimated in the south 25 of Buenos Aires province approximately 130 years ago. Moreover, the ancestral host was 26 sunflower, which revealed a correlation with sunflower introduction in Argentina (Castaño, 27 2018) . Other evidences also suggests that SCMoV originated in Argentina. For example, 28 sunflower came originally from the United States (US) and was introduced to Europe toward the 29 middle of the 16th century (Patiño, 1963) . Interestingly, this virus has not been detected in US or 30 European countries. Towards the end of the 19th century, with the Jewish immigration from 31 Russia to Argentina, the first colonies established in the provinces of Santa Fe, Entre Ríos, Chaco 1 and Buenos Aires made the first introductions of sunflower seeds. Moreover, the first important 2 sunflower plantations were established in the department of Carlos Casares, Buenos Aires 3 province (Castaño, 2018) . Sunflower crops were multiplied and distributed in different regions of 4
Argentina between 1881 and 1900. The results obtained in the phylodynamic analysis are 5 consistent with the periods of sunflower dispersion in Argentina. Moreover, the transmission 6 mode of SCMoV is the limiting factor for virus dispersion between distant regions, as observed 7 in this study. 8
In previous studies, Giolitti et al. (2010) showed that SCMoV might be a pioneer species 9 descending from PVY, which acquired infectivity to other plant families. Interestingly, the 10 origins and/or first records of some potyviruses, including members of the PVY group, were in 11 South America (Gibbs and Ohshima, 2010; Gibbs et al., 2017) . PVY is a major pathogen of 12 potatoes and other solanaceous crops worldwide that infects various plant species, including 13 
